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Motor skill learning through physical assistance



The                  concept: robots and BCIs to 
facilitate motor skill learning and neuromotor 
recovery

n  Use robots to study physiological 
basis of learning through physical 
interaction 

n  Test on different typologies of 
motor skill learning tasks 

n  Integrate with BCI technology to 
regulate interaction through neural 
correlates of motor commands, 
learning, attention 

n  Build robot trainers that support/
facilitate learning 

n  Validate in motor skill learning and 
rehabilitation domains 



Outline

1. Science
n  Optimal interaction in motor skill learning 
n  Human-human interaction 
n  An haptic BCI

2. Technology

3. Clinical practice



Can haptic guidance facilitate 
the acquisition of motor skills?

If only I could experience the golf swing of Tiger 
Woods, then I could rapidly improve my own 
swing?

(Reinkensmeyer & Patton 2009)



•  Kinematics/dynamics learning: acquire/adjust an internal model 
•  Skill learning: learn action-value mapping 
•  Strategy learning: decide among motor-equivalent strategies  
•  Adaptation + skill learning: most real-life situations 
Different types of motor learning problems likely require 
different types of guidance 

Shadmehr & Krakauer (2008) 



Guidance experiments 

Heuer, H. & Rapp, K.M. (2011). Active error corrections enhance adaptation to a visuo-motor 
rotation. Experimental Brain Research, 211: 97-108 
Lüttgen, J. & Heuer, H. (in press). The influence of haptic guidance on the production of 
spatio-temporal patterns.  Human Movement Science  



‘Tool‘ manipulation: putting

Fig. 2. Learning with and without assistance. From left to right: Total error, longitudinal and lateral error, for unassisted (C, blue) and assisted subjects
(A, red) The area in grey denotes the epochs in which assistance (in the A group) was turned on

we focused on successful (ball on target) or quasi-successful
trials (ball-target distance less than 3.5 cm). For each epoch
we quantified the variability of the normal component of
pad velocity at impact, vPn (task-relevant), and that of the
tangential component, vPt (task-irrelevant). To account for
the different number of quasi-hits in the different epochs,
performance was quantified as the Standard Error of the
above quantities.

III. RESULTS

A. Error in final ball position

When looking at the overall task performance (target error)
in the last (unassisted) epoch, we found no significant dif-
ferences in the assisted and control groups. However, when
looking at longitudinal and directional errors separately,
we found that subjects in the assisted group exhibited a
significantly smaller longitudinal error (p < 0.02), but no
differences in the lateral error; see Fig. 2.

Furthermore, throughout the exercise session the fraction
of successful hits was consistently lower in the assisted group
than in controls, but the difference was not significant at the
end of the training (data not shown).

B. Pad position and Pad velocity

We turned into examining the component of the pad
movement that determine the final ball position and thus
successful performance. The task-relevant variables are the
position xP at impact (it should be as close as possible
to the line connecting the ball with the target center); and
the normal component of pad velocity, vPn. In contrast, the
tangential component of pad velocity, vPt, is task-irrelevant.

As regards the task-irrelevant quantities, Fig.3 exemplifies
the temporal evolution of the temporal distribution of pad
position (angular displacement with respect to the target
direction) and the normal component of pad velocity, for
an unassisted (top) and an assisted subject (bottom). Fig. 3
also suggests that the variability of task-relevant variables is
greater in unassisted (control) subjects.

In comparison, the variability of task-irrelevant variables
is much greater, which is consistent with the UCM concept
and the minimum-intervention principle. Fig. 4 compares
the temporal evolutions of the task irrelevant and relevant
variables vPt and vPn, for the control and assisted group.
For the control group the variability of vPt is high at the
beginning and remains quite stable during the learning
process, while vPn shows high values only in the first

n  Guidance significantly affects 
longitudinal error (velocity 
control)  

n  Guidance does not affect lateral 
error (position control)  



Intermanual transfer of cursive handwriting

n  Task:	  write	  single	  cursive	  le/ers	  with	  non-‐dominant	  hand	  

n  Three	  guidance	  modali7es:	  
n  Visual	  assistance	  (C):	  

displaying	  reference	  template	  
n  Path	  guidance	  (‘teach	  the	  

shape’,P)	  :	  error	  clamping	  
around	  the	  reference	  
template	  

n  Trajectory	  guidance	  (‘teach	  
the	  movement’,T):	  pulling	  
toward	  reference	  trajectory	  

Basteris A., Bracco L., Sanguineti V. (in press) Robot-assisted 
intermanual transfer of handwriting skills. Human Movement Science.  



Haptic guidance in motor skill 
learning: summary

n  Beneficial:
n  Haptic demonstration of correct movements (e.g. learning of 

dynamic movement characteristics)                                                                                               
à facilitation of imitation learning?

n  Error amplification (e.g. learning of dynamic transformations)  
à facilitation of error-based learning?

n  Guided exploration of solution space (e.g. learning discrete motor 
strategies)  
à facilitation of strategy search?

n  Detrimental:
n  Error reduction or prevention of active error corrections (e.g.  

learning of kinematic transformations)                                                                                
à inhibition of error-based learning?

n  Conflict between strategies of robot and (experienced) learner 
(e.g. learning continuous motor strategies)  
àinterference of new and established strategies?



Sewing 

Object lifting 

Beyond guidance: a theory of human-human 
interaction

Wrestling 



Types of interactions
Examples:!
q hybrid force/

position control, arm 
wrestling, autistic 
behaviour

q football, sumo,     
fighting robot

q carrying a table 
together, hand 
shaking

q teleoperation

q sport training/
coaching



•  collaboration: no a priori roles distribution, roles depend on 
interaction history

•  competition: agents focus on their own action and effort, and to 
this purpose can oppose the other’s performance 

•  cooperation: different roles are ascribed to the agents prior to 
the beginning of a task

Taxonomy of interactive behaviors



Simulated interactions

Education: movement is faster with the hardworking student 
and the teacher can reduce his relative effort"

•  Taxonomy can be used to generate dyad motor interaction 
behaviours, e.g. move an object together

•  simulating the interaction of two (point-mass) human arms



Benefits of interaction

n  how does haptic interaction influence individual 
motor behaviors? 

n  can one agent utilize information about the other’s 
behavior to improve its behavior? 

n  what is the computational process of the interaction? 



n  task: track a randomly moving target 

n  the subjects get same target trajectory and their 
respective hand position, and can work independently 

n  they do not know that/when they are connected 

Experiment



•  connection improves tracking performance 

•  single performance better than solo subjects! 

Effects of interaction

how to explain 
these results? 



Analysis of interaction benefit

•  one-way connection: improve only with better partner 
•    two way connection: improvement in worse and best partners! 
-> stochastically optimal combination of own and partner signals?  

• fsof • fsof 

• fof • fsof 

• fs 
• fs 



§   Humans combine information from interacting partners in a optimal 
way

§   This suggests new modalities for interactive training with 
robots

Optimal estimation from own and 
partner feedback signals

data 
simulation 



A general theory for human-like 
interactive behavior 

n  Physical collaboration between humans improves 
individual's performance and learning 

n  In human-human cooperation, different roles may 
emerge for the individual subjects 

n  In haptic interaction among humans, the amount of 
information on partner’s actions affects the other 
partner’s coordination 

 



Towards a haptic BCI for motor 
rehabilitation 

n  Afferent feedback due to haptic 
interaction with robot orthosis

n  How does it affect BCI-based control?

n  How does it affect learning of 
control?

Figure 1.  A) Timing diagram of each trial of the experiment. Each trial 
starts with an inter trial interval (ITI) of 3 seconds folowing by an auditory 
instruction period in which the task to do is mentioned (motor imagery task, 
or “controling” the orthosis with the motor imagery task). 2 seconds after 
the instructions time begins, a start cue is presented and 5 seconds later an 
end cue is presented. B) BCI setup. Subject wearing the 128 channels cap 
seated with the hand attached to the orthosis. C) Close look at the Orthosis 
with the fingers attached to the orthosis. D) Schematic f the 128 channels 
cap used and shaned in grey the 61 channels used during the experiments. 

measured horizontal EOG on both eyes and vertical EOG on 
the right eye in order to record horizontal eye movements for 
both eyes and vertical eye movements for the right eye for 
posterior artefact correction. The Brainamp amplifier and 
signal processing module were connected through a client-
server architecture, with the amplifier acting as the server and 
the signal processing module running on a stand-alone client 
PC. Data were sampled at 500 Hz and transmitted to a PC for 
storage and real-time signal processing using the BCI2000 
platform (www.bci2000.org) [8]). EMG data was acquired 
using 8 bipolar Ag/AgCl electrodes from Myotronics-Noromed 
(Tukwila, WA, USA) and placed on antagonistic muscle pairs; 
one close to the external epicondyle on the extensor digitorum 
(forearm extensor), other on the flexor carpi radialis (forearm 
flexor) other on the external head of the biceps (upper arm 
flexor) and the last one placed on the external head of the 
triceps (upper arm extensor). The EEG and EMG electrodes 
impedance was always kept under 20 kOhm. 

C. Orthosis 
Each finger is moved individually using a DCíMotor M-28 

from Kaehlig Antriebstechnik GmbH, Hannover, Germany 
with worm gearhead from the same company for each finger. 
This motor drives via cogwheel and cograil a bowden cable. A 
finger holder is mounted on the other side of each bowden 
cable (See Fig1.C). Near this finger holder an optical position 
sensor is mounted to detect the finger position independent of 
the bowden cable tolerance and elasticity. Strain gauges were 
placed on the Bowden cables near the fingers to detect the 
finger force in order to regulate the motor force to zero for 
experiments with active movement trials (the gear motor could 
not be moved by hand). A closed and an open finger position 
were predefined for each volunteer and finger depending on 
their hand and finger size. The power electronics were made as 
a linear regulation to prevent artifacts from switching devices 
to the EEG. 

The BCI system sends the orthosis positioning and velocity 
commands and the device will transmit its actual position and 
velocity state to the host computer upon request. This 
communication is message based. Sending a position 
command, and a velocity command, will then initiate a 
movement to the given position with the given velocity. 
Movement stops when either the current position is identical to 
the desired position (as set in the most recent position 
command), or when the desired velocity is set to zero by the 
host. The direction of the movement is always determined by 
the difference between current and desired position. As a 
physical connection between orthosis and host computer, a 
RS232 serial connection was used at a speed of 38400 bps. The 
BCI2000 2 class classifier (motor imagery versus rest) sends an 
output every 80 msec and 5 consecutive output for the same 
class are needed in order to send the orthosis a no-move (zero 
velocity value) or a move (positive velocity) command. This 
time filter was performed to avoid false positives and false 
negatives. During the sham feedback condition the BCI output 
changes with a probability of 10 %. That means when it is 
sending an output (e.g. moving) there is a probability of 10 % 
that it will send the other one (stop) and vice versa, needing 
again 5 consecutive outputs of the same sign to change the 
movement status of the orthosis. 

D. Signal Processing 

The features to be used by the BCI platform were defined 
through a visual inspection of the R-square values [Steel & 
Torrie, 1960] obtained when comparing rest versus motor 
imagery EEG activity (hand open and close) of a screening 
session. The power in the electrodes and frequency bins with 
highest R-square values were used as input for the classifier. In 
the online application, EEG activity from each electrode was 
modeled as an autoregressive (AR) process [9] over a 
normalized sliding temporal window of duration 500 ms 
shifting every 80 ms and power spectral density of the AR-
model for each electrode was computed to calculate the mean 
mu-band power in each chosen frequency bin.  
The BCI software maintained a history of the mean neural 
rhythm amplitude estimate from each trial and assigned this to 
a distribution representing observations for each target (or 
orthosis action) condition. The classification threshold, 
defined as the zero mean of the distribution, was adaptive to 
account for changes in the shapes of these distributions over 
the course of training. 
The EMG data was filtered using a high pass filter at 10 Hz, 
bipolarized, rectified and epoched from -0.5 to +5.5 sec with 
respect to the “GO” cue for every class (motor imagery, motor 
imagery with proprioceptive feedback, passive and active 
movement and rest). A sliding window of 200 msec with an 
overlap of 20 msec was used to calculate the wavelength of the 
signal for every class [Tenore et al., 2009]. The rest class was 
used as reference to define the threshold that implied EMG 
activity. The mean and standard deviation of the rest class 
wavelength was calculated and all trials in which the data 

Nr. Orth. Ons. MIT MIT&F 

CP F(3,24)=4.406, p<0.013 * F(3,24)=2.041, 
p<0.135 

Sham F(1.651,9.908)=0.241, 
p<0.771 

F(3,18)=2.081, 
p<0.139 

CN F(1.910,11.458)=1.092, 
p<0.365 

F(3,18)=1.813, 
p<0.181 

Table 3. Statistical analysis of session effects (learning) for motor task motor 
imagery without feedback (MIT) and with haptic feedback (MIT&F) using  
the number of orthosis movement onsets per session as performance measure 
for each feedback group (contingent positive (CP), negative (CN) and sham). 
Statistically significant values (p<0.05) are marked with an asterisk. 

A)

 
B)

 
Figure 2.  BCI performance using 2 different measures. The midline for 
each box corresponds for the meadian value and the upper and lower 
margines correspond to the 25 and 75 percentiles of number of onsets in the 
respective session. Differences marked with an asterisk are statistically 
significant. A) Number of orthosis moving onsets per session for each 
feedback groupduring motor imagery without any feedback, with haptic 
feedback (orthosis moved through BCI) and passive movements. We can 
see how the contingent positive group outpreformed the other 2 classes 
significantly and shows a sinificant learning effect during motor imagery 
class without feedback (MIT). B) Percentage of time moving the orthosis 
through our haptic BCI per session for each feedback group in the different 
motor tasks. As we can see in the plot the contingent positive and sham 
feedback percentage of time moving the orthosis is always significantly 
higher compared to the contingent negative group but for the motor imagery 
task without feedback (MIT). In this condition the contingent positive group 
presented significantly higher BCI performance compared to the other 
feedback groups.  

Mauchly’s tests for the sphericity were done for the repeated 
measures factors and in case sphericity was violated 
significance tests were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. 
In this exploratory study we furthermore performed several 
planned contrasts to separately identify effects between the 
sessions, classes and groups. 
To identify learning over the 4 different BCI sessions we 
performed ANOVA of the sessions among each group for 
each class separately. Mauchly’s tests for the sphericity were 
done for the repeated measures factors and in case sphericity 
was violated significance tests were Greenhouse-Geisser 
corrected. 
We performed ANOVA of the classes for each of the groups 
and Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons to identify 
main effects of the factor “class” and the source of it. The 
performance measures of the different sessions were combined 
for this step of the analysis. 
To study the differences between groups the performance 
measures of the different sessions were combined and for each 
class separately we performed ANOVA of the groups and 
Bonferroni-corrected multiple comparisons. 

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
A statistical analysis was performed to study session effects 
(learning) for every motor task. A significant group effect was 
found for motor imagery alone and motor imagery with 
feedback tasks for all performance measures before artefact 
removal (being always p<0.003) as expected except for the 
latency to the first orthosis movement onset (See Table 2). 
This result has 2 implications: a) indicates that after the go cue 
the time needed to move the orthosis was not significantly 
different between feedback groups and suggests that an 
initiation based therapy in which the robot moves after the first 
detected onset would not show any significant difference in 
performance between feedback groups using our classification 
approach. b) The group effect is reduced to the classes related 
to the motor imagery task for which they get feedback.   
 
When analyzing every feedback group independently 
(contingent Positive (CP), contingent negative (CN) and sham) 
and movement class the only significant session effect 
(F(3,24)=4.406,p<.013) was an increase in number of onsets 
during motor imagery alone when simulating online 

performance offline (no artefact removal used), only present in 
the contingent positive feedback group (See Table 3 and Fig. 
2). This effect on the motor imagery task with no feedback 
indicates a significant implicit learning effect (they did not get 
any feedback during this class) just present in the contingent 
positive feedback group. The subjects were trained and 
rewarded for motor imagery and therefore learning was 
expected to be present for class 2 (motor imagery class with 
proprioceptive feedback) and maybe during class1 motor 
imagery with no feedback because the same task was 
performed although the feedback was only present in class 2. 
Despite of a positive trend in the learning curve during motor 
imagery with feedback and active movement class (See Fig. 

Ramos-Murguialday A., Hammer E. M., Caggiano V., Schürholz M., Halder 
S., and Birbaumer N. (in preparation) On-Line haptic BCI. 



Technological contributions

n  Wrist Unit
n  Grasp Unit

n  Impedance device



n  Dual wrist (Hi5) device



Advanced approaches to robot-
assisted neuro-rehabilitation

1.  Can we identify the recovery mechanisms of our 
patients during training? 

2.  Can we exploit these mechanisms to optimize and 
adapt training based on patients performance? 

3.  Can we maximize patient motivation and promote 
generalisation processes through varied therapy 
practice using a performance-based regulation of 
training? 

4.  How to regulate assistance to maximize recovery in 
tasks that involve multiple sub-movements? 

5.  How the different characteristics of our patients 
influence the motor recovery? 



EMG 

BCI 

Gaming  

Time - 
Triggered 

Assistance 

Activity -
Triggered 

Assistance 

Negative 
Assistance 

Task difficulty Level 

Assist-as- 
needed 

Easy Difficult 

Patient Impairment Low High 

ADL 

Robot Training 

impact on clinical practice

An integrated set of tools to 
promote/maximize recovery



Haptic BCI to promote stroke recovery
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q Haptic BCI 
training elicits 
clinically 
significant 
recovery of arm 
and hand 
functions 

Ramos A et al (in preparation) Efficacy of combined brain-computer interface (BCI) and 
physiotherapy in chronic stroke: a controlled double-blind study 
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Casadio M, Sanguineti V (in press) Learning, retention and slacking: a model of the dynamics 
of recovery in robot therapy.  IEEE Trans Neural Systems Rehab Eng 
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R. Colombo et al (in press) Taking a lesson from patients’ recovery strategies to optimize training 
during robot-aided rehabilitation. IEEE Trans Neural Sys Rehab Eng



q  Clinical project outcomes are currently used in the treatment of 
subacute and chronic stroke survivors at Fondazione Maugeri, 
Veruno (IT)

(SA:17, C: 18) 
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